INTRODUCTION 40
Metagenome shotgun sequencing and analysis is revolutionizing the field of 41 molecular ecology, revealing a more complete vision of the biodiversity and functions 42 within ecosystems (2-6, 12, 29-31). Preliminary to constructing and sequencing 43 metagenome libraries, it is necessary to estimate the complexity and richness of the 44 microbial community to be examined. This can be adequately done by constructing 45 and sequencing ribosomal RNA (rRNA) gene libraries (8). Thus, the means to 46 accurately identify and classify large datasets of rRNA genes and to determine 47 community richness is an essential step in metagenome sequencing projects. The 48 increasing library sizes to cover the metagenomes of complex microbial communities 49 and the subsequent amount of screening and analysis needed necessitates the 50 development and application of adequate and robust bioinformatics tools for 51 community composition analysis that can handle large rRNA gene data sets. 52
MATERIALS AND METHODS 111 112
Computation 113
114
All computational experiments were performed on either a hyper threaded Pentium 4 115 at 3.2GHz desktop with 2GB of memory or dual Xeon at 2.8GHz server with 4GB of 116 memory. Since most classification computations are parallelizable, a cluster of 4-10 117 desktops was used for reducing computational time. All time references referring to 118 computation will assume use of one CPU desktop with at least 2GB of memory. 119
All programs/scripts performing computations and statistical evaluations were written 120 in Perl, except the edit distance calculations, which were written in C in order to 121 decrease computational time These values can be scaled proportionately without affecting the alignment, but only 162 the score, although the relative scores under the same parameter set remain 163
proportional. 164
165
The score for each BLAST alignment, used to determine confidence values, was 166 calculated by summing up the individual scores of the locally aligned pieces, which is 167 already normalized against the length of the sequences being compared. The two tests 168 to measure misclassifications and calibrate local alignment parameter space were (i) 169 the number of rRNA sequences that score better against a sequence from another 170 genus than against all of the sequences in their genus and (ii) the number of ribosomal 171 sequences that score better against a sequence from another genus than at least one 172 sequence from their own genus. The first test was used predominantly, since the final 173 classification decision is based on the top scoring vetted sequence and can lead to a 174 misclassification only if the test sequence aligns with a higher score against a foreign-175 genus vetted sequence. 176
For scoring an alignment, we used the sum of scores of individual local aligned 177 pieces, which are not overlapping. A query sequence is assigned the phylogenetic 178 lineage of the highest matching score. 179
180

Levenshtein edit distances 181
The Levenshtein edit distance (17) between two sequences is defined as the number 182 of edit operations -insertions, deletions and substitutions -required to transform one 183 sequence to the other, where each edit operation has a cost of 1. 184
RESULTS
186
RDP naïve Bayesian classification and initial drawbacks 187
We initially tried to use the Ribosomal Database Project ( we can conclude that confidence estimates decrease when classifying the species at 235 lower phylogenetic levels (from phylum to genus). Figure 1f demonstrates that we 236 still obtain a 94% classification accuracy at the genus level, when using the optimal 237 parameter set and the bl2seq utility, and increasing accuracies for higher phylogenetic 238 levels. 239
240
Exploring the alignment parameter set 241
We subsequently constructed a vetted sequences database in BLAST format and used 242 the blastn utility, as previously done for bl2seq, in a leave-one-out test on this 243 database. The faster blastn processing of sequences, compared to bl2seq, was used to 244 explore all possible combinations of key parameters. In order to identify the best set 245 of parameters, we performed a full coverage scan at value increments of 5, fixing the 246 reward value of match to 10, and allowing for all possible combinations of the three 247 other parameters (mismatch, gap_open and gap_extend). Restrictions in the blastn 248 utility did not allow ratios of mismatch/match lower than 1 (except the ratio 8/10) and 249 higher than 5. Also the mismatch/match ratio of 9/2 was not permitted. We observed 250 that when using blastn, the values for gap_start and gap_extend did not alter our 251 results, this in contrast to their influence on scores using the bl2seq utility. At the end, 252 the (match = 10, mismatch = 50) assignment gave the best classification accuracy, 253 with percentages for the different phylogenetic levels shown in Table 1 Taking as an example a 1% cut-off sequence difference (this percentage is calculated 268
proportional to the sequence length, which for the 16S bacterial rRNA gene is 269 approximately 15), we would expect all group members to belong to the same 270 phylogenetic group, ranging from genus to phylum, since at the 1% dissimilarity level 271 even species are expected to cluster together. Considering the high identification 272 percentages for both the RDP classifier and the blastn classifier, we counted the 273 number of groups that were heterologous at a given phylogenetic level (e.g. This can theoretically be achieved by using the output of our classifier, where 295 information is known for the identification of all sequences at different phylogenetic 296 levels. However, this would require that all sequences are identified with the same 297 confidence level. This is not the case. In addition, highly dissimilar sequences can 298 sometimes be classified in the same phylogenetic group when they have the same 299 vetted sequence as their closest neighbor. 300
We examined three traditionally used clustering methods, the single linkage, average 301 linkage and complete linkage methods, all which fall under the agglomerative 302 hierarchical (bottom-up) approach and produce clustering trees (15). We compared 303 the three methods using the set of 5574 vetted sequences, for which phylogenetic 304 information for all phylotypes is well assigned. Before applying the clustering 305 methods, we used the known phylogenetic partitioning of the vetted sequences to 306 calculate statistics about the number of groups they form at each phylogenetic level, 307 as well as the minimum, average and maximum Levenshtein edit distances (17) 308 between sequences in these phylogenetic groups. The means of all these values areshown in Table 2 . All vetted sequence statistics, including details about all groups, 310 can be found in the supplemental on-line materials. 311
According to the number of groups in each phylotype (see Table 2 ), we determined 312 the necessary cut off edit distance value, which, when applied to the inferred 313 clustering tree, would produce the same number of phylogenetic groups. This is 314 demonstrated in Figure 2 on a random subset of 100 vetted 16S rRNA sequences. In 315 this figure, for example, we can observe that a cut-off edit distance value of 300 will 316 result in the formation of 23 groups for the given 100 sequences. Inversely, if we want 317 to acquire 15 groups, a cutoff edit distance of 380 is required. Knowing the number of 318 distinct groups for all taxa for our vetted sequence set allows us to determine cutoff 319 levels that will generate the same number of groups, when clustering these sequences 320 with our three hierarchical clustering methods. This allows the evaluation of the 321 clustering methods independently of the error in the cut-off estimation, which is 322 actually a separate problem for all clustering and partitioning methods, and usually is 323 calculated based on observations (13). 324
Correct cutoff values, as shown in Figure 2 , cannot be calculated directly from vetted 325 sequence statistics. To illustrate this point, one would expect that for the complete 326 linkage clustering method, the correct threshold could be determined by calculating 327 the maximum in-group distance, when the number of groups formed is the same as in 328 the vetted sequence set at some phylogenetic level. It happens though that, even at the 329 genus level, a group exists (Clostridia) in the vetted sequence set with a maximum in-330 group distance of 626, which indicates approximately 43% sequence dissimilarity. 331
More appropriate thresholds can be determined by considering the mean of the 332 average distances inside the groups at every merging step of the average linkage 333 clustering hierarchical algorithm, and then comparing this value to the known mean 334 for the corresponding groups of the vetted sequences. These values are quite similar, 335 as can be seen in Table 3 . The same effect is observed for the complete linkage 336 clustering method (Table 3) , where the threshold value for partitioning is determined 337 based on the maximum distance inside each group. Single linkage clustering does not 338 offer such a measure for estimating a cut-off, since there is no averaging process in 339 the algorithm. 340
By sorting the groups, formed at the different phylogenetic levels by using the 341 different clustering methods, according to their cardinality, and by comparing this to 342 the known phylogeny, we created graphs showing the trends in group sizes. The 343 known phylogeny group cardinalities were the best approximated by the complete, 344 followed by the average clustering method. This is shown in Figure 3 repeating the test a total of 1000 times. In Table 5 we present the average richness 359 estimations of these experiments. As seen in Table 5, richness estimations Although recent tree manipulation and visualization utilities like arb (19), which use 373 multiple alignment to construct phylogenetic trees, have the capability of handling 374 large datasets, editing their input becomes a laborious and tedious task. Therefore, the 375 need exists to develop classification tools to overcome both the computational 376 limitations in accurately identifying taxonomical relationships, and reconstructing 377 phylogenetic trees for the purpose of better extrapolating ecological roles. We 378 developed a blastn classifier with optimal key parameter set that performs better than 379 the RDP II classifier for 16S rRNA based identification, especially when it comes to 380 grouping of related sequences, thus reducing classification ambiguities. However, 381 every classifier has a closed architecture and will assign every sequence to one in its 382 dataset. The view of the biodiversity contained within a sample is therefore subject to 383 the biases incurred by the limited number of sequences contained within the vetted 384 sequence database, against which we classify. 385
Because of its simplicity and efficiency, single linkage clustering has often been used 386 for clustering sequences (25). Other tools, such as DOTUR (24), give the user the 387 option to select different clustering methods, but no information is provided on which 388 method actually performs better or what dissimilarity cutoff should be used to 389 differentiate groups at a given phylogenetic level. We demonstrate that the complete 390 linkage clustering method seems to be the preferential approach to create clusters of 391 closely related sequences, taking into account that it is less computational intense than 392 full phylogenetic tree analysis. The output of this clustering method can subsequently 393 be used for richness estimation of the microbial community, using e.g. the Chao1 394 index, as we did for the different microbial communities associated with trembling 395 aspen under conditions of ambient and elevated CO 2 . 396
In conclusion, our blastn classifier with optimal key parameter set has been proven to 397 provide consistent and robust analysis. Further improvements could be realized in 398 both accuracy and speed, especially through the contributions of advances in parallel 399 and core architectures. These developments should enhance significantly the utility of 400 database search and taxonomic annotation methods to the molecular biologist. The first two columns present the average number of phylotypes in the 1000 541 randomly selected sequences and the estimated Chao1 richness for each phylogenetic 542 
